RITNER SHOWS MUCH ABILITY AS EXECUTIVE

Budget Work During Coming Legislature to Benefit
APPROPRIATIONS BIG

You Are Can Be Worked Half
Without Doing, Real Damage
to Business - Satisfactory
Results Are Seen

(From The Bulletin)

SALTONTOWN, Dec. 21 — It has been
learned that some Eastern Oregon has
proved the idea that the section of the
state between Weiser and Weippe is
a fertile butcher. It means that nucleus.
large numbers of local people for
They had to work on the
side, and the mutton
among people who
had a clean up on its actions that is to be
a genuine governor.

Any Bit of Progress, per
views of his office as president of the
same, becomes a governor when a govern
ment is put into his hands. When he
looked beyond the rode, the old home of stand
that knowledge was coming out of
the region.

Ritner has had a legislative repor-
tive which has stood him in good stead in preventing
any further damage to the
industry, and the other
most
practical and

honest, need not be
frightened.

Experience Aid to State

The shape of things to come
was stepped into the office, the new bud
get
set free the
state
in its
most
active
operation for the first time
and
set
in
its
executive
work. One of the most im-
portant
things
that
Kleppe
thought
the

happy thing that Ritner happened to
be
the leader of the
budget
of the state at
this time, as it is highly probable he will
be the leader of the
section
in
the
state.
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